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MANIFESTO 
Who we are: different, but involved in science and education, 
and business and institutions, and practice and all possible 
domains … inspired, ideological, unrestrainedly striving for 
the Sun, filled with faith, knowing that we still do not know 
anything at all, the ones who think about the well-being in a 
prosperous world, developing their professional skills in a 
new system of meta-competencies of future.  

 Brief answer: We continued to collaborate after the 
EUvsVirus hack/matchathon and community. 

What we do: we teach the new generation to live 
remembering the past, appreciating the present, caring 
about the future; we research to understand the essence 
and mechanisms for achieving sustainable development 
goals; inspiring science to be practical and address the 
world & humanity problems in multidisciplinary, 
collaborative, problem-based manner. 
 Brief answer: We trace uncharted territory of global 
not-knowing-each-other-in-person collaborates, called co-
dreamers, on how to generate and facilitate co-evolution 
via co-creation.  

We ARE creators of something new, that doesn’t fit in the 
tracks of journals, methodology, innovation, collaboration 
(in a good way). We just held hands tightly, looked back, 
remembered all the mistakes, took the best experience 
with us and went ahead. This path is very thorny and full of 
questions about the veracity of the chosen route: Who are 
we? Where are we going? For what? For whom? What will 
we leave behind? We know our motivation and our goal, 



and we are uncovering the ‘how’. We have deep faith in the 
unifying power of dreams and belief in the well-being of the 
world. Each of us is entrusted with his/her time, 
knowledge, experience in the world treasury. We promise 
to work day after day for the well-being of present and 
future generations. World, please forgive us that we have 
been connecting our hearts for so long and looking for co-
dreamers! Now we are united in our dream and faith! The 
Covid-19 pandemic, one of the greatest tragedies of the 21st 
century, has become immense bifurcation point for 
rethinking the entire life of the global eco-system. Bit by bit, 
we create new scientific interactions, inspire theorists, 
breathe life into science without boundaries and 
conditions. Every day we prove the main theorem - I did 
everything possible for future generations. Science is alive 
as long as we breathe life, faith, hopes, dreams into it, are 
inspired by it and inspire others. Let's do it together! 

How we do it: by co-dreaming, co-experiencing, rethinking, 
rebuilding, co-creating new structural interactions and 
energy-rich ecosystems for a «academysourcing» (instead of 
crowdsourcing) 

Why we do it: World’s well-being – which is not general 
concept from now, it is the personal responsibility of each 
of us! 

Our goals are: to create an open information, research space 
and trajectory for open science and innovation, to form a 
new culture of empowered science and innovation, when 
knowledge is addressing the real problems of citizens and 
the world as a whole and forms open innovative solutions. 



Our mission is: the inspiration & involvement of science in 
practice, the formation of a culture of academic citizenship,  
co-creation and co-evolution, the REAL IMPACT. 

Our vision: by studying problems, not fearing but diving into 
them, we spark innovations that can change the world for 
better. We are finding ways to pioneer new, better ways for 
academia to improve this (and the future) world & life. 

 

Truly Yours, 
THE CO-DREAMERS 
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